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ABSTRACT

The convective collapse of thin magnetic flux tubes in the photospheres of Sun-like stars is investigated using
realistic models of the superadiabatic upper convection zone layers of these stars. The strengths of convectively
stable flux tubes are computed as a function of surface gravity and effective temperature. We find that while
stars with K and show flux tubes highly evacuated of gas, and hence strong field strengthsT ≥ 5500 logg ≥ 4.0eff

due to convective collapse, cooler stars exhibit flux tubes with lower field strengths. Observations reveal the
existence of field strengths close to thermal equipartition limits even in cooler stars, implying highly evacuated
tubes, for which we suggest possible reasons.

Subject headings: instabilities — MHD — stars: atmospheres — stars: magnetic fields

1. INTRODUCTION

An important physical quantity basic to the understanding
of stellar magnetism is the field strength in small-scale flux
tubes and spots on the photospheres. Measurements and the
interpretation of magnetic field strengths (Saar 1988, 1996a;
Guenther 1997) in cool main-sequence stars other than the Sun
have been the subject of much debate recently (Basri, Marcy,
& Valenti 1990; Safier 1999) because of the difficulties asso-
ciated with the modeling of the atmospheric structural changes
that the inhomogeneous fibril state of the magnetic field intro-
duces (Basri et al. 1990). However, recent improvements in
observing techniques (Saar 1996a; Donati et al. 1997; Johns-
Krull et al. 1999) have increased the reliability of the obser-
vational determination of stellar magnetic field strengths. The
observed Zeeman broadening on cool stars is believed to be
produced by small flux tubes that appear bright, similar to the
solar magnetic network and facular bright points, rather than
spots, which are much fainter than quiet photospheres and,
hence, contribute little to the stellar profiles (Basri et al. 1990;
Safier 1999).

Based on measurements of the Zeeman effect in cool main-
sequence stars, Saar (1994, 1996a) has inferred that the mag-
netic field strengths are close to the thermal equipartition field
strengths at the observed levels in the atmo-1/2B p (8pp )eq e

sphere, wherepe is the gas pressure in the unmagnetized at-
mosphere, with the conclusion that the surface distribution is
in the form of highly evacuated small flux tubes in pressure
balance with the ambient atmosphere. Various other measure-
ments (Saar & Linsky 1985; Basri & Marcy 1994; Johns-Krull
et al. 1999) also establish such field strengths, leading to the
general acceptance (Linsky 1999) of the relationship in which
the stellar surface field strengths scale as the square root of the
surface gas pressure. We note thatBeq, at any geometrical level
in a stellar atmosphere, is the maximum possible field strength
for flux tubes confined by gas pressure and can be easily de-
termined (Bunte & Saar 1993; Safier 1999) as a function of

and Teff using atmospheric models (e.g., Kurucz 1993),log g
whereg andTeff denote the surface gravity and effective tem-
perature, respectively.

The widely accepted mechanism to account for the kilogauss-
range field strengths in solar magnetic flux tubes is the super-
adiabatic effect or convective collapse (CC; Parker 1978; Spruit
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& Zweibel 1979). In this Letter, we report results from a study
of this mechanism in the stellar context and test its efficiency
as a function of andTeff.log g

Concentration of magnetic fields into discrete flux tubes or
sheaths has long been recognized as a general consequence of
the interaction between the magnetic fields and the cellular con-
vection that expels the flux into downdrafts (Parker 1963; Gal-
loway & Weiss 1981; Proctor & Weiss 1982). High-resolution
observations of solar surface magnetic fields confirm the oper-
ation of such a flux expulsion process. The CC, which is a
consequence of the thermal insulation of the expelled magnetic
flux against convective motions and the superadiabatic thermal
stratification of the ambient atmosphere, further intensifies the
field to observed values (Parker 1978). It is a convective insta-
bility, modified by the magnetic field, and drives a downflow
along the field lines of a flux concentration leading to the evac-
uation of gas inside; lateral pressure balance ensures that a highly
compressed intense field flux tube or sheath is formed. This
instability develops very rapidly, typically on a free-fall time-
scale, and is faster than other MHD instabilities present. Hence,
the criterion for convective stability can be regarded as a test to
check for the occurrence of flux tubes in stars. On the Sun, this
instability has a typical growth time of about 2–5 minutes (Hasan
1984; Rajaguru & Hasan 2000). Other important instabilities are
the interchange instability (Parker 1975; Piddington 1975) con-
nected with the field topology, which has been studied in the
stellar context by Bunte & Saar (1993), and the Kelvin-Helm-
holtz instability (Schussler 1979; Tsinganos 1980) connected
with the relative motion between the field confined gas and the
surrounding gas.

We use model atmospheres constructed using the ATLAS9
model atmosphere code (Kurucz 1993), which can extend the
Kurucz (1993) atmospheres to cover deeper regions of the con-
vection zone, to study the CC of thin flux tubes embedded in
them. The critical field strengths for the tubes to be stable,
which indicate the amount of evacuation that stellar flux tubes
undergo as a result of the collapse process, are found.

2. CONVECTIVE STABILITY OF STELLAR THIN FLUX TUBES

A simple and very effective modeling of the dynamics of
thin flux tubes, including the important effects of stratification
and compressibility, is provided by the thin flux-tube approx-
imation (Roberts & Webb 1978) to the MHD equations. The
thin flux-tube equations have proved very useful in the study
of small-scale solar magnetic elements and have been suc-
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TABLE 1
Characteristics of Model Atmospheres

log g p 4.0 log g p 4.5 log g p 5

Teff

(K)
Depth
(km) dmax

G1

(at dmax)
Depth
(km) dmax

G1

(at dmax)
Depth
(km) dmax

G1

(at dmax)

4000 . . . . . . 3610 0.2306
( km)z p 60

1.665 1270 0.3173
( km)z p 30

1.663 295 0.0525
( km)z p 60

1.636

4500 . . . . . . 4693 0.4606
( km)z p 230

1.590 1206 0.2596
( km)z p 80

1.593 423 0.1422
( km)z p 30

1.592

5000 . . . . . . 5573 0.9000
( km)z p 180

1.553 1382 0.4735
( km)z p 70

1.544 435 0.2450
( km)z p 30

1.515

5500 . . . . . . 8300 1.2635
( km)z p 130

1.296 1604 0.7310
km)(z p 50

1.466 606 0.5004
( km)z p 20

1.446

6000 . . . . . . 9030 1.627
( km)z p 80

1.369 2012 1.041
( km)z p 30

1.415 720 0.6028
( km)z p 10

1.501

6500 . . . . . . 108487 1.936
( km)z p 60

1.277 3472 1.318
( km)z p 20

1.341 960 0.8546
( km)z p 10

1.265

cessful in explaining a variety of observed phenomena (Solanki
1993 and references therein). We solve the same second-order
differential equation derived by Spruit & Zweibel (1979) based
on linear stability analysis of thin tube equations in the adiabatic
limit, which is valid for arbitrary background stratifications,
employing a grid of stellar model atmospheres. We do not
reproduce the equation here, and we refer the reader to Spruit
& Zweibel (1979) for details. The stability of a flux tube is
controlled byb, which is the ratio of gas to magnetic pressure
inside the tube. Weak-field (i.e., high-b) flux concentrations
that are formed at the downdrafts of convective cells are con-
vectively unstable and collapse until their field strengths reach
the critical value at which the instability is quenched. Thus,
the instability is self-limiting and leads to a lower energy stable
equilibrium state for flux tubes (Spruit 1979).

2.1. Stellar Model Atmospheres

Models of stellar convective envelopes that extend down-
ward to the depths required to study the CC have been specially
constructed, extending the Kurucz (1993) models to cover
deeper layers using the ATLAS9 model atmosphere code. The
convective flux is calculated using mixing-length theory. We
computed models, with solar metallicity, by extrapolating the
shallower models downward one or two points, reconverging,
and then repeating the process until a sufficient depth in the
atmosphere was obtained. Although the superadiabatic regions
below the stellar surfaces are usually thin, a study of convec-
tively driven motions in flux tubes should include the deeper
layers of the convection zone. For the Sun, a depth of at least
5000 km is needed for the stability limit to be independent of
mechanical conditions at the boundary locations (Rajaguru &
Hasan 2000). For stars with , the ATLAS9 programlog g ≥ 4.5
fails to construct reliable models of subsurface regions to the
depths that are required in our study. In those situations we
attach adiabatic polytropic models that smoothly match with
the models from ATLAS9; we note, however, that in these
cases, the realistic models from ATLAS9 cover the superadi-
abatic thin regions that drive the convective instability in the
flux tubes. The further extension with a polytropic stratification
is needed only to avoid artificially breaking the inertia of the
convectively driven downflow from the superadiabatic region
above at the location where the shallower ATLAS9 model ends.
The depths below the photoshpere ( ) and two importantz p 0
quantities characterizing the surface layers, viz., superadiabat-
icity , where and are the actual and adiabaticd p ∇ � ∇ ∇ ∇ad ad

temperature gradients, respectively, and the adiabatic indexG1,

are tabulated in Table 1. The grid of models constructed have
Teff in the range of 4000–7000 K (in steps of 500 K) and

in the range of 2.5–5.0 (in steps of 0.5).log g

2.2. Convective Stability Limits

We have numerically solved the linear eigenvalue problem
(eqs. [6] and [8] of Spruit & Zweibel 1979), which determines
the growth rates and frequencies of the unstable modes and their
eigenfunctions, for stellar flux tubes using atmospheric models
described in § 2.1. The convective mode is the fastest growing
and is identified from its eigenfunction, which has no node be-
tween the boundaries, corresponding to a monotonic downflow
or upflow throughout the extent of the tube. The critical values
bc, which determine stability against these convective modes,
are found. The assumption of temperature equality between the
flux tube and the ambient medium makesb depth-independent
(Spruit & Zweibel 1979), and we evaluate the critical field
strengths frombc using values ofpe at the height where the
continuum Rosseland optical depth . The abovet p 1 (z p 0.)c

is a good approximation close to the photospheres because the
temperature differences between the flux tube and the ambient
medium are minimal at these heights, as known from solar
observations, and also because the superadiabatic layers that
drive the convective instability are very close to the photosphere
(Table 1). The critical field strengths are then given by

. The1/2B (g, T ) p [8pp /(1 � b )] p f (g, T )B (g, T )c eff e c cc eff eq eff

factor represents the efficiency of CC; a1/2f p 1/ [(1� b )]cc c

value of , i.e., , corresponds to zero gas pressure,f p 1 b p 0cc c

representing a fully evacuated flux tube. The results are sum-
marized in Figure 1. Shown are the critical field strengths

(solid curve) required for convective stability and theB (t p 1)c c

maximum possible field strengths (dashed curve) asB (t p 1)eq c

functions of for various values ofTeff. The variation ofBeqlog g
with reflects the fact that the photospheric gas pressure,log g
for hydrostatic equilibrium, varies asg. The dependence ofBc

is modulated by the efficiency of CC, i.e., byfcc(g, Teff).log g
A changingfcc, i.e., varying efficiency of CC across the –Tefflog g
plane, would determine the trends ofBc that differ fromBeq in
Figure 1. To see this behavior clearly, we have also shown the
variation of fcc (dotted curves) with in Figure 1. Severallog g
trends are seen in the figure. The most striking feature is the
increasing efficiency of CC for asTeff increases; thelog g 1 3.5
maximum efficiency occurs at and K.log g p 4 T p 6500eff

For all stars show inefficient collapse, althoughdlog g ! 3.5
increases as decreases for a fixedTeff. Since gravity provideslog g
the main accelerating force on a displaced fluid element in a
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Fig. 1.—Critical magnetic field strengths for convective stabilityB (t p 1)c c

(solid lines) and thermal equipartition limits (dashed lines), plottedB (t p 1)eq c

against for variousTeff; Bc corresponds to those that can be achieved bylog g
CC and Beq are the maximum possible field strengths for flux tubes. Efficiencies
of CC, , are shown as dotted curves and correspond to the right-side ordinatesfcc

of the panels.

Fig. 2.—Peak values of superadiabaticity that characterize thed p ∇ � ∇a

subsurface upper convective layers as a function ofTeff for three different
values of .log g

TABLE 2
Comparison of Critical Values of b

log g p 4.0 log g p 4.5 log g p 5

Teff bc bc, RW bc bc, RW bc bc, RW

4000 . . . . . . 1.81 7.76 2.06 2.57 14.44 6.90
4500 . . . . . . 1.19 7.32 1.98 3.37 3.94 2.16
5000 . . . . . . 0.74 6.20 1.13 2.54 2.56 1.20
5500 . . . . . . 0.38 6.17 0.52 2.35 1.18 0.78
6000 . . . . . . 0.27 6.44 0.19 2.44 0.54 0.86
6500 . . . . . . 0.12 6.95 0.1 2.58 0.16 0.76

convectively unstable stratification, a large reduction in gravity
is expected to weaken the convective motions irrespective of
variations ind. This explains the inefficient CC at low values
of . For , CC shows varying amounts of de-log g log g ≥ 3.5
pendencies onTeff; the general feature is the decreasing efficiency
of CC with Teff. The largest differences betweenBeq andBc are
found for the coolest star considered ( K). For ex-T p 4000eff

ample, for K and ,Beq andBc differ byT p 4000 logg p 4.5eff

about 1000 G. This inefficient behavior of CC finds an expla-
nation in Figure 2, where we plot the maximum values of the
superadiabaticityd againstTeff for different values of ;dlog g
decreases monotonically withTeff for a fixed , thus explain-log g
ing the low efficiency of CC in cooler stars. As a general result,
we find that CC is not efficient enough in stars cooler than

K, i.e., on the cooler side of the Sun on the mainT p 5500eff

sequence, to produce field strengths close toBeq because of the
absence of significantly superadiabatic subsurface thermal
structure.

We emphasize that the stability limits found in this study
are from a global analysis, with effects of vertical gradients in
ionization and adiabatic index taken into account. There are
no known analytic criteria that capture the above effects. An
analytic criterion derived by Webb & Roberts (1978) for finite
extent vertical thin flux tubes is both necessary and sufficient
but for linear (polytropic) temperature profiles and does not
include the effects of gradients in ionization and adiabatic in-
dex. Despite its limitations, we use it to compare and under-
stand qualitatively our results. This criterion yields critical val-
ues ofb given by

2 2 2∇ 2p 1
b p � 1 � � 1, (1)c, RW [ ] ( ){ }2d ln (H /H ) 2∇b 0

whereHb andH0 are the pressure scale heights at the bottom
and top ends of the flux tube. We have compared values of

and in Table 2, adopting appropriate values for theb bc c, RW

quantities in equation (1) from the stellar models used here
(since , and henced, is assumed constant in the derivation∇
of eq. [1], a nominal value of 2000 km is used as a represen-
tative extent of the flux tube). Although the exact values of

and do not match, owing to the reasons given above,b bc c, RW

they show similar trends againstTeff. It is evident that the weaker

field strengths (i.e., larger ) for stability in cooler stars isbc, RW

mainly a reflection of smallerd. Additionally, since the constant
temperature gradient of a polytrope is proportional tog, the scale
height ratio in equation (1) yields small values (≈1) at lower
values of and hence large values of . We attribute thelog g bc

differences between the present results and those from equation
(1) to the neglect of gradients in , ionization, and adiabatic∇
index in the derivation of equation (1). It is noted that since the
magnetic pressure varies asB2 and the gas pressure is propor-
tional to g, the difference betweenBc andBeq would be larger
in higher gravity stars for a constant value of .bc

3. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

We have examined the superadiabatic effect (or CC; Parker
1978) in the stellar context, using realistic models of the outer
convective layers of stars. Our results show that, whereas it is
possible to produce highly evacuated stable tubes in stars with

K through the CC mechanism, it is not so in coolerT ≥ 5500eff

stars; the decreasing amount of superadiabaticity in the upper
convection zone layers of K and M spectral type stars make the
CC inefficient, yielding field strengths much less thanBeq. Hence,
if CC is the main physical process responsible for the formation
of fibril-like evacuated flux tubes, then it is expected that the
differences between the observedB andBeq increase asTeff de-
creases. The existing observational results are not entirely con-
sistent with such a trend since there are several cases of K and
M dwarfs havingB-values close to or even exceedingBeq, but
all these stars with highB have high filling factors,f, typically
0.5 or higher, which correlate strongly with the stellar angular
rotation frequencyQ. The rotation-activity correlation,dominated
through highf-values, is a well-observed fact (Saar 1990, 1996a)
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consistent with dynamo theory predictions. A careful look at the
observational results compiled by Saar (1990) and Solanki
(1992) reveal that all the cases of also belong to K andB ! Beq

M spectral types, but they have smallerQ and are less active,
and all the G-type stars showB-values tightly aroundBeq. As an
example, from the compilation by Saar (1990), we find that the
stars GL 171.2A (BY Dra) and HD 201091, which are of a
similar spectral type (K5 V, K), have widely differingT ≈ 4400eff

field strengths: 2.8 kG (Saar, Linsky, & Giampapa 1987) and
1.2 kG (Marcy & Basri 1989), respectively. But these field
strengths have good correlation with theQ- andf-values (rotation
periods of 1.85 and 37.9 days andf-values of 0.5 and 0.24,
respectively). From our results shown in Figure 1, we find for

K and a (main sequence) a field strengthT ≈ 4400 logg ≈ 4.5eff

of ≈1.3 kG that CC yields, in close agreement with the slow
rotating, lowf-value case of HD 201091. Marcy & Basri (1989)
themselves caution that the separation ofB- andf-values is un-
certain and that the fluxfB is larger than expected for HD 201091.
But their speculation thatB remains at the inferred value while
f changes by 2 orders of magnitude, which is not inconsistent
with the observed time variation in the chromospheric emission,
finds support from the present result. The best support for the
present calculations comes from a multiline, infrared Zeeman
analysis ofe Eridani, a K2 V star with K andT p 5130eff

, by Valenti, Marcy, & Basri (1995), who findlog g p 4.7
and kG in close agreement with the valuef p 0.088 B p 1.44

kG from Figure 1. It would thus seem that the CC,B ≈ 1.4c

indeed, operates on all solar-like main-sequence stars, producing
convectively stable tubes as dictated by the subsurface supera-
diabatic structure, and the higher than expectedB-values in K
and M dwarfs may originate from effects induced by high values
of Q. Recent detections of increased photometric variability in
highly active K dwarfs, which exhibitsaturation in their mag-
netic activity (O’Dell et al. 1995), indicate that stars with angular
velocities of show an increased number of spots. Thus,Q 1 Qsat

the present result that for nonspot, small-scale magneticB K Bc eq

fields in stars with K and its agreement withB ob-T ≤ 5000eff

served on slow rotators provide a theoretical reason to believe

the idea thatQsat marks a change in contributions fromf andB
to fB (Saar 1996b):f saturates around 0.6, andQ (1Qsat) begins
to contribute toB by increasing to maintain the continuedf /fspot

increase of fluxfB well described by the power-law fitsfB ∝
or to the observations (Saar 1990), wheretc

1.3 1.2Q fB ∝ (t Q)c

is the convective turnover time and is the inverse Rossbyt Qc

number. We suggest that the calculated stability limitsBc can be
used to separatef from the observed fluxesfB for slow rotators
( ), when there remain otherwise unknown uncertaintiesQ ! Qsat

in the separation off andB in observational analyses. The cal-
culations here extend down only to K because ofT p 4000eff

limitations in generating reliable convection zone models for
cooler stars, but by extrapolation, it is likely that CC remains
ineffective, yielding in cooler MB (t p 1) K B (t p 1)c c eq c

dwarfs, too. Two similar spectral type M dwarfs, observed by
Johns-Krull & Valenti (1996), do show widely differing field
strengths, in correlation with theirQ, but the lowerQ star seems
to showB larger than the likelyBc. Future refinements, in both
observations and theory, are needed to understand fields in M
dwarfs.

We note that the thin-tube approximation is not constrained
by increasingf ; as long as the distribution of flux remains in
the form of small flux tubes dominating the observed spectral
profiles, the present results onBc can be used in the interpre-
tation of observations. Thus, if the observed profiles do arise
only from nonspot fields, even in fast-rotating K and M dwarfs
that show , then the present results call for new physicalB k Bc

mechanisms to produce highly evacuated tubes, which are
likely not due to thermodynamic reasons but due to fast-
rotation–induced phenomena. This may imply a failure of solar
analogy as far as the formation and dynamics of surface mag-
netic fields are concerned. We conclude by pointing out that,
in any case, the convective stability limits calculated here need
to be satisfied by pressure-confined flux tubes and thus may
serve as useful lower limits.

We are thankful to an anonymous referee for constructive
comments.
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